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Introduction

Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) are usually mounted with periscope detection radars that are
also used to detection small objects such as buoys and swimmers if present. This paper allows the
particulars to gain an insight on the design of high resolution periscope detection radars used in
periscope and small target detection. It also attempts to introduce advances in new periscope
detection radars..

Scope

This paper discusses the challenges faced in distinguishing real targets from sea clutters, that
leads to high false-alarm rates. In addition, discussed on the techniques used in detecting small
targets with sea clutter are also covered..

The Submarine as Surface Target

When submarines operate close to shore, they will expose a few masts. Periscopes will be
raised for safety, surveillance and visual observation. Communications masts are raised to establish
links. Snorkels are raised to take in air. When one of these masts are exposed, radar on board the
aircraft may be able to detect the presence of a submarine.

Figure 1 Submarine with Masts Raised [1]
In addition to the periscope, the communications antennas and navigation/surveillance radar
are also potentially detectable by the radar. To be detected, many factors are to be consider, they
include the target characteristics, background, propagation of the electromagnetic waves and the
radar characteristics.
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The Maritime Patrol Aircraft and the Mounted Sensors

The Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) provides maritime air surveillance and protect sea lines of
communication. The aircraft seek out and destroy naval surface or sub-surface target by the use of
missiles and torpedoes. To carry out the operations, the MPA is equipped with a suite of sensors.
Figure 2 shows the sensors and their target of detection.

Figure 2 Sensors Mounted On Board a Typical MPA [3]
The radar detects surface vessels, submarine masts and also wakes created by moving
vessels or submarines. A modern periscope detection radar (PDR) is a multifunction, multiplatform
maritime surveillance radar, its primarily function is to detect small radar cross-section (RCS) targets
such as the exposures of submarine periscopes, masts and snorkels. When employed on aircraft, the
PDR is used in the surveillance and area-search phases of ASW prosecution. ELINT sensors may be
equipped to monitor the communications and radar emissions from nearby targets. Magnetic sensors
are deployed to detect the iron contents in the submarine’s hull. These magnetic sensors are either
active or passive

Figure 3 The MPA [2]
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The AN/APS-116 Radar

The AN/APS-116 radar system was designed by the U.S. Navy in the 70s for sea surveillance
and ASW patrol aircraft. The fundamental requirement is to detect submarine periscopes within 5
seconds upon exposure in severe sea conditions up to at least 20 n.m. In addition, the radar must be
able to detect submarine snorkel, perform surface plotting and act as a navigation radar. AN/APS was
fitted on board the MPA. The radar design includes rapid scanning with scan-to-scan correlation and
a M-out-of-N threshold for target detection.

Figure 4 The AN/APS-116 Radar System
The antenna is a reflector made of lightweight honeycomb material coated with a reflective
surface. The antenna is stabilized using roll and pitch gimbals.
The APS-116 uses two stages of RF amplification to achieve the output power of 500 kW peak
with an average power of 500 W using a 0.5 s pulsewidth. The 1st stage is a TWT stage which gives
a 51 dB gain to the 200 mW input power and the 2nd stage which is a CFA gives a further 13 dB to
give the final output power of 500 kW. The CFA is also used to provide the pulse compression
required. The TWT, CFA and the waveguide assembly are cooled by a liquid cooling system with a
self-contained heat exchanger.
The AN/APS provides 3 modes of operations for detection, surface surveillance and
navigation [5]:
•
Mode I - High resolution (pulse compression) and high PRF - periscope search
•
Mode II - Low resolution and low PRF with pulse-to-pulse frequency agility - long range search
and navigation
•
Model III - High resolution and low PRF - long range navigation and target classification
The radar operates in the 9.5 to 10 GHz band where the transmit bandwidth is consistent with
the pulse compression. The pulse-to-pulse frequency agility in a pseudo-random sequence is used in
the mode II (low resolution), low PRF mode with a minimum frequency spread of 300 MHz. Pulse
compression is used in mode I and mode III to achieved high resolution.
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Solid-State Radars

Magnetrons or other high power RF amplifiers have been used extensively in the past
decades to used the electromagnetic energy transmissions in radar systems. In recent years, the use
of solid state devices in radar transmitter design has become overwhelming. This is made possible
with the development of transistor that allows solid-state transmitter design and manufacturing. Solidstate radars offer the following advantages that have been observed:
1. It draws lower power
2. There is no warm up time required
Magnetrons take about 60 to 90 seconds to warm up before they are able to emit. When a
magnetron fires, it emits a very high power electromagnetic energy from 10 kW for a few
microseconds. The emission of such a high power requires high voltage power supplies in magnetron
radars up to more than 10 kV. Solid-state radars transmits continuously in the range of 50 to 200 W,
requiring only normal DC supplies to work.
Solid-state radars transmit continuous wave, they are arguably range unambiguous and the
use of coherent receivers is required. This enables the use of pulse compression and Doppler
processing to improve detection of targets in the presence of clutter. Solid-state radars can operate
as pulse radars or Doppler radars without additional equipment. Operating as Doppler radars allows
velocity of the targets to be determined easily, it enables the implementation of Moving Target
Indication (MTI) or Moving Target Detection (MTD) in commercial radars. The detection of small
targets in critical weather conditions is made achievable.
In solid-state radars, the transmitter is designed using high-power transistors, usually
packaged in a form factor of power amplifier modules. Figure 1 shows a typical design methodology
[6].

a) A Single Power Transistor Module

b) A Power Amplifier Built Using Power Transistor
Modules

Figure 5 A Solid-State Power Amplified Used in Commercial Radar Systems
In Figure 5, each solid-state power amplifier is made up of several power transistors to give
the desired transmission power. To further increase the transmission power, several each solid-state
power amplifiers are used.
Solid-state power amplifiers do not require periodic replacement like magnetrons. Failure of
one power amplifier module or high power transistor module does not cause the entire breakdown of
radar operation, however, the transmitted power will be reduced. Having said, it has been observed
that the overall system reliability is also determined by fan blowers, power supply, encoder, rotary joint,
antenna motors and other parts rather than just the transmitter.
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Sea Clutter Models and False Alarm

The study of sea clutter has extended its usefulness beyond academic purposes; it has
massively influence on radar design. Conventional sea clutter models the sea as a composition of
individual and independent scattering elements whose individual values are much smaller than the
overall value, Rayleigh distribution function models this phenomenon well. The sea clutter reflectivity
is dependent of wind speed (sea state), wind direction, radar operating frequency, sea water
contamination, grazing angle, polarization [2]. For radars where the resolution cells are large (long
pulse/chirp duration) and grazing angles greater than 10, it is known that Rayleigh distribution models
the sea clutter well [2].
It has been subsequently determined that for high resolution radars (narrow beamwidth and
short pulse/chirp duration) and low grazing angle, the sea clutter is not sufficiently modeled by the
Rayleigh distribution function. In high resolution radars, sea clutter is not only a composition of small
individual and independent scattering elements, it also includes some large individual scattering
elements. In this consideration, other distributions such as log-normal distribution, K-distribution or
Weibull distribution had been proposed [3]. Significantly, the main difference between target
(Gaussian) and sea clutter distributions is the presence of the “tail” (high percentile halve), as shown
in Figure 2.
The presence of high values sea clutter returns, usually known as clutter spikes, may cause
false alarms. However, it is easy to distinguish clutter spikes from target returns due to their small
RCS and short time appearance. However, clutter spikes can affect the return from small targets such
as buoys, small boats. Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detection is used to improve the radar
performance in small target detection.

Gaussian

Non-Gaussian (Rayleigh, Log-Normal, …)

Figure 6 Distributions of Target Noise and Sea Clutter
For coastal surveillance or Vessel Traffic applications, the antennas are usually mounted on
high points with a height of more than 40 m. This installation configuration gives large grazing angles
of more than 10, hence a general non-Gaussian is used to represent the sea clutter returns. A simple
and effective to determine the presence of sea clutter is to compute the difference of values at 90th
and 50th percentiles,  , as displayed in Figure 6. The  obtained from target and sea clutter are
largely different due to the presence of tail in non-Gaussian distribution, it is used to control the
threshold of CFAR detection.
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Figure 7 Illustrate of  Obtained from Target Noise and Sea Clutter
Radars detect targets in the presence of varying clutter and noise background, the statistical
properties of clutter change with radar parameters and environmental conditions. Given the
distributions of the clutter and targets, the challenge is to set a threshold such that the Probability of
False Alarm, PFA, is kept constant while maximizing the Probability of Detection, PD. For PFA = 10-6
(99.9999%), the  obtained is used to determine a threshold that will be applied to the CFAR detection.
Figure 4 shows the output after the application of adaptive threshold from CFAR detection.

Figure 8 Output from CFAR Detection

Pulse Compression

In magnetron radar waveform design, long range detection is achieved by transmitting long
pulse duration, , of high power electromagnetic energy, Pk, but this affects the range resolution. For
high resolution,  has to be small. For a given pulse duration  , the signal spectral width B is
approximately 1/. The bandwidth and pulse duration product is hence approximately 1. With pulse
compression, the radar frequency or phase is modulated such that higher bandwidth Bpc >> B can be
obtained. This means that with pulse compression, narrow pulse duration can be used to give large
bandwidth, which gives high resolution (range resolution) and high energy content (for long range).
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Figure 9 Illustration of Pulse Compression Process
Pulse Compression is intrinsically difficult to implement in magnetron radars but not in solid
state radar where the carrier is modulated over the bandwidth Bpc over time duration  . In pulse
compression radars, matched filters with responses matching the modulation applied are used. A
matched filter is a network whose frequency response maximizes the peak signal to mean noise
energy (i.e. maximum SNR).

Pulse Compression

Matched Filtering

Figure 10 The Processing of Pulse Compressed Signals
The linear frequency modulation (LFM) or Chirp is usually used in high resolution radar design.
Figure 7 gives the LFM waveform of Bpc = 100. In Figure 11, the uncompressed pulse width  = 0.5 s,
the f = 100 Hz, hence the compressed pulse width,  pc = 0.01 s and the Pulse Compression Ratio,
PCR = 0.5/0.01 = 50.
Figure 12 shows the transmitted and received LFM signals. While pulse compression gives
good resolution, it gives time/range sidelobes which are not desirable. The range sidelobes give false
alarms and range ambiguity.
The effect of range sidelobe is shown in Figure 13. They are present due to band limiting of
the carrier. They are reduced by the application of a suitable weighting function.
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Figure 11 LFM and Matched Filter

Figure 12 Transmitted and Received of Pulse Compressed Signals
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Figure 13 The Presence of Range Sidelobe due to Pulse Compression

Diversity Techniques

Diversity improves the detection of small targets by better distinguishing targets from clutter.
With diversity capabilities, targets are illuminated with radar transmission in different frequency bands,
and with pulse compression, high resolution radar returns can be achieved. Time diversity is the
transmission of same pulse at different time instants while frequency diversity refers to transmission of
same pulse at different frequency bands. A combination of time and frequency diversity techniques is
made possible with solid state transmitter. The radar band is separated into several sub-bands for
transmission of different pulses/chirps in different sub-bands, with frequency change from one
transmission to another, as shown in Figure 14. The receiver shall be capable of receiving
simultaneous reception of different frequency sub-bands. This provides additional target information
for correlation and integration.

Figure 14 Multiple Pulse/Chirp Transmissions
Figure 15 illustrated a practical implementation of frequency sub-bands for the implementation
of time and frequency diversity techniques in terms of multiple pulse/chirp transmissions.
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Figure 15 Frequency Arrangements for Diversity
With the availability frequency sub-bands, simultaneously transmissions of different pulse or
chirp duration are achievable. Long chirps give extended minimum range where the radar is blind
during transmission. This compensated by transmitting a mixture of short, medium and long chirps to
cover both short and long ranges.

Figure 16 Multiple Pulse/Chirp Transmission

Antennas and Sea Clutters

The antenna design has improved where higher gains and narrower beamwidths are available
from commercial suppliers. Circular polarized antennas suffer a theoretical 3 dB loss in clear weather,
while linear polarized antennas suffer a theoretical 3 dB loss in rain. The antenna gain from linear
polarized antenna presently is at least 3 dB higher than those antennas in the past, therefore, the
performance of today’s linear polarized antennas in rain is at least equally good compared to those old
circular polarized antennas.
The study of sea clutter gives the characteristics and model of the sea returns. Radars
installed on board ships have small glazing angles that are usually smaller than 3, vertical polarized
antennas give slightly less sea clutter than horizontal polarized antennas, however, the difference is
usually too small to distinguish. Hence, either vertical or horizontal polarized antennas can be used in
ship borne radars. As the grazing angles increases, such as those radars used in VTS, coastal
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surveillance or airborne radars, from 5 to 90, vertical polarized antennas are sensitive to the waves
and generates long duration spikes of lower mean amplitudes that are obtained from horizontal
polarized antennas. Figure 16 shows the sea clutter returns by vertical polarization (V POL) and
horizontal polarization (H POL). In the figure, horizontal polarized antennas generates higher
amplitude shorter spikes from the clutters [3].

Figure 17 Sea Clutter Returns from Vertical and Horizontal Polarization [x]
Figure 17 explains the common use of horizontal polarized antennas in coastal surveillance
and VTS applications, if the antenna gain of the antennas is high, say above 35 dB.

Summary

Various techniques that were previously used by the military have been made available to
commercial applications. In this paper, time and frequency diversities, pulse compression, solid-state
transmitters and antenna design have been discussed. The techniques are commercially available
due to advancements in lower cost design and manufacturing. As a result, commercial radars perform
better in terms of better resolution and smaller targets detection.
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